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The American empire has been under the demonic rule of the archon Sabaoth

since 1945.

Historical / theological / esoteric MEGATHREAD on U.S. power & its decay

summing up my research on Sabaoth

In this thread I will lay out why Sabaoth returned in 1945, how we know his chaotic forces are at work & the havoc he has

wrought.
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The archon Sabaoth re-entered human history in 1945 when the Gnostic library at Nag Hammadi in upper Egypt was

uncovered by an illiterate herder caught up in a cannibalistic blood feud.

The heretical & suppressed texts in the 4th century codices provided an unprecedented view into Gnostic beliefs & a much

fuller account of the Gnostic creation myth and cosmology.

And yet, to take these ancient documents at their word is a grievous error: while they describe a wondrous panoply of

spiritual forces and their kingdoms, these old books also tell the most obscene lies.

In the _Reality of the Rulers_ and _On the Origin of the World_, Sabaoth’s self-mythologizing & propaganda is on full

display.

Sabaoth is said to rebel against his father Ialdabaoth, ‘redeeming’ himself from the chaotic evil he was created for. Gnosis

supposedly transforms Sabaoth into the God of Israel, and he ‘creates’ Jesus Christ himself!

Hideous blasphemy.

“The theories of these men are but a tissue of falsehoods,” wrote Irenaeus about the Gnostics in _Against Heresies_ (c. 180

AD).

Instead, Sabaoth is who he has always been: archon, spiritual ruler of chaos, lord of the fifth realm, the kingdom of blood,

the frozen wastes of Mars.

As ‘lord of hosts’, he has a powerful desire to summon forces, marshal armies, raise legions and call the wretched of the

earth to our shores.

Why did Sabaoth return in 1945? We can turn to Eusebius’s _Chronicon_ (4th c.) for a clue.

Eusebius talks about the divine plan of history, a beautiful, glittering structure that fits together perfectly sub specie

aeternitatis but unfolds in a mysterious order from our perspective.

The bishop of Caesarea showed how all of the kingdoms of the earth proliferated—Egyptian, Babylonian, Persian,

Greek—and he recorded their histories in parallel columns, reconciling their intricate calendars.

One by one, of course, the kingdoms fall.

But first, the Greeks discover the immortal soul. The Hebrews discover the one true God.

These peoples are conquered & united under Roman rule: a universal law & language. The perfect moment for Christ to

enter the world and proclaim His Gospel.



Similarly, 1945 was the culmination of a perhaps more diabolical history.

Having split the atom, conquered the world, and turned our minds to piercing the firmament with rockets, the U.S. stood at

the peak of its power.

Indeed, as the nation gave itself up to impossible ideals, calling forth hordes from every continent, commingling its races, the

U.S. became the most fitting prize for the ‘lord of hosts’.

1945 will prove to be a hinge of history nearly as consequential as the birth of Christ. We split the atom. Sabaoth’s devilish

blasphemies emerged from their hiding place.

General Patton died; color TV was invented—our imperial power shifted from armored divisions to mind control. Our wishes

were bent toward ease, lust, usury, & gluttony.

In a frenzied abandon, we tore rifts in space time with nuclear weapons, deadly rockets, and self-replicating computer

intelligences, inviting Sabaoth’s legions into our schools, workplaces, our churches, our bedchambers.

Everything started becoming fake and ghey.

Today, Sabaoth’s chaos demons are all around us, sometimes whispering lies, weaving a web of illusion so thick it’s nearly

impossible to see our way out.

Bishop Richard Williamson: “The problem is that modern godlessness undermines all authority, which hollows out

institutions, which leaves only individuals. If then the individuals prove unworthy of trust, there seems to be nothing left.”

Their faces twisted into a hateful rictus, barren hags sacrifice babies to Moloch and tell us that they will die without the right

to do so.

Packs of chittering Bantoids giggle and moan in the ashen, vandalized detritus of our crumbling cities.

Baleful vampires prowl the halls of our government, looking for souls to devour.

Wicked catamites engaging in the most unnatural vices bring consuming fevers, disgusting lesions, & vile plagues from the

festering black heart of Africa back to the realms of men.

Neither man nor woman, painted, clownish self-amputating perverts speak through our ubiquitous scrying devices, urging us

to lose ourselves in bestial orgies.

Shape-shifting golem, nearly eradicated in the plains of Poland & Ukraine, re-emerged to imitate real humans, mock our

religion, multiply again, and poison our minds with their ingenious schemes.



Insane levelers, driven mad with envy & self-loathing, seek to scatter our wealth, pull down our monuments, steal our future,

& extinguish our way of life.

All of these monsters are Sabaoth’s so-called ‘seraphim’, the countless chaos demons that adorn his gruesome throne.

Loathsome creatures leagued against us, working to subvert our imperium from within!

How could we, by a blind & servile obedience, go along with these demons who ask us to collaborate in their enterprise of

demolishing our Empire?

How could we?
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